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The hierarchy of needs for weather and climate modelling?

Observations and measurements 
of atmosphere and ocean

Weather and 
climate prediction

Computing 
Hardware, Software, 
Precision, Distributed

Physics 
Motion, radiation etc.

Mathematics 
Equations, idealised solutions

Discrete mathematics 
Discretisation, finite precision

Weather and 
climate prediction

Bottleneck



Bottlenecks for climate computing?

Cray XC40 compute blade, 8xCPU

18 cores 
145W 

1 TFLOP/s 
Float64, Float32 
1x,  2x speedup

Nvidia A100 GPU

Fujitsu A64FX

48 cores 
180 W 

3 TFLOP/s 
Float64, Float32, Float16 

1x, 2x, 4x speedup

6912 cores 
200-400W 

10  TFLOP/s 
Float64, Float32, Float16, 

BFloat16, TFloat32 
16-bit TensorCore:  32x speedup

D = A*B + C

Each CPU
ECMWF



Float16: Is it enough?

∂tu+u ⋅ ∇u + fz × u = − g∇η + νB ∇4u − ru + F
∂tη+∇ ⋅ (uh) = 0
∂tq+u ⋅ ∇q = − τ(q − q0)

Allowed manipulations to 
change the range of 
numbers  

• Re-ordering 
• Re-scaling 
• Precomputing constants 
• …

Physical equations, subject to 
• Discretisation 
• Stability constraints 
• … 

Equations to be solved numerically

?



A naive transition to Float16 will likely fail

Spurious instabilities and mixing across fronts.

About 2 years ago: Float16 was not suited for this application



Multiple dispatch + JIT compilation = code composability

In Julia type-flexible functions are JIT compiled to any number format

julia> using ShallowWaters, StochasticRounding 

julia> run_model(Float32,nx=100,…) 

julia> run_model(Float32sr,nx=100,…) 
100% Integration done in 14.5s 

julia> run_model(Float16sr,nx=100,…) 
100% Integration done in 17.8s

number format as argument

As long as +-*/… are defined 

StochasticRounding and 
ShallowWaters are 
completely independent

julia> A = Float32sr.(rand(100,100)) 
julia> b = Float32sr.(rand(100)) 

julia> x = A\b    # LU decomposition 

julia> A*x ≈ b 
true

or similarly for an LU decomposition

just works out of the box



julia> using ShallowWaters, Sherlogs 
julia> run_model(Sherlog32) 

julia> lb = get_logbook() 
LogBook(1112720887, 1484631, 1378491, 1024411, ... , 0, 0, 0)

After every +-*/ log the result 
into a bitpattern histogram

Does it fit into Float16? 
If no, which code is the 
problem?

Sherlogs.jl, analysing the numbers in a simulation

r = a+b 
log_result(r) 
return r



Does it fit into Float16? 
If no, which code is the 
problem?

Sherlogs.jl, analysing the numbers in a simulation

julia> issubnormal(x) = 0 < abs(x) < floatmin(Float16) 
julia> run_model(DrWatson16{issubnormal}) 
julia> get_stacktrace() 
* at DrWatson16.jl 
caxb!(…) at time_integration.jl:320

Subnormals found in the 
time integration on line 320!

Record a stack trace when a condition is met



Scaling: Squeezing algorithms into Float16

• Rescaled equations max out 
the available range 

• Making use of 97% of 
available numbers in Float16 

• A64FX inefficiently supports 
subnormals: Scaling reduces 
their occurrence to <0.04%, 
flush the rest to zero 

Scale the equations

• Scaling s mostly combined 
with precalculated constants 
[…]



Precision tricks: Compensated summation

Σ = 0 
for aᵢ in a 
    Σ += aᵢ 
end 
return Σ

C = 0 
Σ = 0 
for aᵢ in a 
    aᵢ_comp = aᵢ - c 
    Σ* = sum + aᵢ_comp 
    c = (Σ* - Σ) - c 
    Σ = Σ* 
end 
return Σ

Naive sum:

Compensate for rounding errors Include in time integration
∂tu = RHS(u)

un+1 = un + Δt RHS(un)

Option 1: Mixed precision

Option 2: Compensated time 
integration

un+1 = un + Δt HIGH(RHS(LOW(un)))



Precision tricks: Compensated summation

4th order Runge-Kutta 

co
nv

en
tio

na
l

compensation



Compensated time integration vs mixed precision

Compensated time integration as precise as mixed precision 



Timings: Compensated time integration vs mixed precision

Compensated time integration faster than mixed precision 

3.8x Float16 
uncompensated

3.6x Float16 
compensated

2.7x Float16/32 
mixed precision

2x Float32



run on Isambard’s A64FX, 
operated by GW4

ShallowWaters.jl 
Float64 reference 
simulation on A64FX

Float16 simulation, 
3.6x faster, 
scaled equations, 
compensated time 
integration



Check out 

• ShallowWaters.jl v0.5 
• Sherlogs.jl v0.2

Reach out 

• github.com/milankl 
• twitter @milankloewer

Just published:

http://github.com/milankl

